
TrueiDetect 
COMPREHENSIVE PROTECTION FOR
SECURE STRATEGIC BUILDINGS & CAMPUSES

In today’s Mobile connected world, security concerns within strategic buildings, 
embassies, and campuses have become paramount. Among the most significant 

threats is the unauthorized use of personal mobile devices, posing risks of data 
theft and security breaches.

Strategic buildings, embassies, and campuses are prime targets for data theft, 
facilitated by the discreet use of personal mobile devices. The proliferation of 
mobile technology has exacerbated the risk, with potential data leakage and 

malware threats looming large.



ENTRY - EXIT TRUE ID 
DETECTION  SOLUTION 
UNCOMPROMISED 
SECURITY, EFFORTLESS 
IMPLEMENTATION. 

Comprehensive Protection for Secure Strategic Buildings & Campuses

Shyam VNL’s Entry-Exit Identification (EEI) Solution 
is the ultimate solution for comprehensive mobile 
phone detection and access control. It is fully 
automated and designed to address the unique 
security needs of secure strategic buildings, 
embassies, and campuses. 

The solution is automatic and designed to address 
unique security challenges faced by Secure 
strategic buildings, embassies, and campuses.



Walkthrough Mobile Phone Detection
At entry points, the  system detects and records Unique Mobile devices, phone I.D.s 
of all individuals, enhancing security measures.

Suspicious Activity Alerts
Provide real-time alerts upon detecting suspicious individuals or devices, 
enabling proactive security measures.

Detecting, Identification & Location Finding
IMSI, IMEI data of all mobile devices (phones, tablets, dongles) and individuals, 
enabling precise detection and True identification.

Integration with other Government Systems/Data Bases
Seamlessly integrate with government systems, associating mobile IDs with 
official biometric data and national identity documents.

www.shyamvnl.com

TRUE IDENTITY
DETECTION

INSTANT ALERT 
GENERATION

AI/ML BASED DATA 
FUSION & ANALYSIS

Automated Identification
TrueiDetect records the number of individuals entering the premises and 
verifies their identities, ensuring comprehensive security coverage.

RF Sanitization
Ensures the strategic building area remains RF sanitized, safeguarding 
against unauthorized mobile device usage.

SOLUTION’S HIGHLIGHTS
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Unleash the power of innovation with Shyam VNL
Unleash the power of innovation with Shyam VNL. Explore our comprehensive 
suite of solutions that empower every sector we serve to thrive in a secure and 
connected world.

Key Benefits
   Simple and Fast Deployment: System offers hassle-free implementation, ensuring rapid deployment.

   IPR Ownership: Shyam VNL owns all intellectual property rights, software, and hardware, guaranteeing full 
control and accountability.

   Comprehensive Coverage: System detects, identifies and reports all mobile devices, phones being brought in 
within the target area, supporting diverse technologies (2G, 3G, 4G & 5G+).

   Proven Reliability: Leveraging advanced technology, our system boasts proven reliability, and it was conceived, 
designed, and manufactured in India.

   Stand Alone System: No dependency on Mobile Network Operators.
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